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T. M. Flett [7] introduced the Lipschitz spaces HA(a,p, q) of 
holomorphic function f on the unit disc such that 
llfll = a.p.q Ii’ (1 - r)4-1 (i’” ,J-“y(&~),“&J)~p &]“” < co 
0 0 
where 0 ( p < co, 0 < q < co, a is a number, and J” is a multiplier transfor- 
mation. These are spaces which generalize the classical Lipschitz spaces. The 
spaces HA(a, co, co) on the unit disc for 0 < a < 1 are the classical 
Lipschitz spaces of functions holomorphic on the disc and continuous on the 
boundary that satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a. For any real numbers 
a, j? the space H A (a, p, q) is equivalent to the space HA@, p, q). For 
1 < p < co, 1 <q < 00, HA(a, p,q) is a Banach space with the norm 
II II a.P,4. Moreover, the dual space of HA(a, p, q) is equivalent o the space 
H/1(-a,p’, q’) for 1 <p < co, 1 < q < co, and is equivalent to the space 
HA(l/p - 1 -a, co, co) for 0 < p < 1, 0 < q < 1. In particular, by the work 
of Duren et al. [4], the dual space of HP is equivalent to the space 
HA(l/p-l,co,co)forO<p<l. , 
In this paper we extend these results to bounded symmetric domains in C”. 
Section 1 gives the necessary definition and some results in [3]. In Section 2 
we define the Lipschitz spaces HA(a, p, q) over bounded symmetric domains 
in CN. Then we prove some properties of these spaces and an inclusion 
relation between HP and HA(a, p, q). In Section 3 the connection between 
the classical Lipschitz spaces and the space HA(a, p, q) is discussed. We 
give a necessary and sufficient condition that f belongs to the classical 
Lipschitz class A, in C” and prove that A, = HA(a/N, co, 00) for 
0 < a < 1. In Section 4 we consider the dual space HA*(a, p, q) of 
HA(a, p, q). We define continuous bilinear forms on HA(a,p, q) and 
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H/i (-a, p’, q’) and give the representation for continuous linear functionals 
on H/l(a, p, q). In the last section we take the domain D to be the ball in C” 
and prove that the dual space of H.(a, p, q) is equivalent to the space 
H/i(l/p - 1 -a, co, co) for 0 < p Q 1, 0 ( q < 1 and that the dual space of 
HP is equivalent o the space HA(l/p- 1, 00, 00) for 0 < p < 1. 
I. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let CN be the vector space of N complex dimensions (N > 1). A domain D 
in CN is homogeneous if the group G of holomorphic automorphisms of D is 
transitive; that is, for any pair of points z, w E D there exists a g E G such 
that w = g(z) [9, p. 3 121. A symmetric domain D is a homogeneous domain 
such that for any w E D there exists a g E G which satisfies the Following 
conditions: (1) g(w) = W, but g(z) # z for every z # w of D; (2) g is an idem- 
potent in the group G [9, p. 3131. For a bounded symmetric domain D in CN, 
where we assume 0 E D, it is known that D is circular and starshaped with 
respect to the origin 0; that is, fzE D when zE D and tE C with 
Jt] Q 1 [ 13). It has a Bergman-Silov boundary b, which is also circular and 
invariant under G [ 131. The isotropy group G, = (g E G: g(0) = 0) of G is 
transitive on b, and b has a unique normalized G,-invariant measure V- ’ ds,, 
where V is the euclidean volume of b and ds, is the euclidean volume element 
at tE b. 
Let D be a bounded symmetric domain in CN and 0 E D. For any 
complex-valued function f holomorphic on D, and for 0 < r < 1, we set 
(1) 
The class of such functionsfwith ]]f]], < co is the Hardy space HP(D). For 
O<p<co,O<q,<co,a>Owedetine 
(0 < q < Q)), 
This expression N,,,,,(j) can be regarded as a measure of the rate of growth 
of M,V; r) when Mp(f, r) is unbounded. 
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If p, q > 1, using Minkowski’s inequality twice, we have 
NPdf + 9) Q Np,q.m + NP,& g). (3) 
Similarly, if min(p, q) = s < 1, using Minkowski’s inequality and the 
inequality (a $ b)P Q ap + bp for a, b > 0 and 0 < p ( 1 we have 
By [ 3, Lemmas 1 and 2 ] we have following- results. 
THEOREM A. Let O<p<s<co, O<q<t<a3, a>O, 8=1/p-l/s, 
and f be holomorphic on the bounded symmetric domain D in CN such that 
Np,s,aU> < a~. Then 
~PJJf> 4 ~&qd.f), 
N w7,a+s(f) G wma(f) 
and 
M,(f,r)=o((l -r)-Na) as r--b 1. 
Let zku denote the monomial zt;’ . . . zlN of degree k = ~~CI Vi, k = 
0, 1) 2 ,...) v = 1) 2 )...) mk = (“‘,“-‘). From the set {zku} Hua constructed by 
group representation theory a system Q0 = {tik,} of homogeneous 
polynomials; 4kv is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k for all v. It is 
complete and orthogonal on D, and can be made orthonormal on b [ 121. 
Any holomorphic function on D has a Fourier series expansion [ 111, 
fez) = z Aku(f) #ktiZh 
(fr, #ku) = jbf(rt) Qlkv(t) ds,, 
(5) 
where 
mk= (N+i-l). 
Series (5) converges uniformly on compact subsets of D. 
We define the multiplier transformation Pf off, where Q is real number, 
by 
?f(z) = z (k + l)-” Ak,(f) dk,(z), z E D, (6) 
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where f is given by (5). It may be regarded as a fractional integral for 01 > 0, 
or a fractional derivative for a < 0. Obviously, 
J”(J4f) = J” + x 
for all a, /I; moreover, for any positive integer m it is easy to show that 
mf(wt)r WEC, [WI< 1, fEb. (7) 
In particular, if m = 1 
J-!f(wt) = $ (wf(wt)). 
There is also an integral formula for J”f when o[ > 0 [3], namely, 
J”f(rf) = &,b (log +)a-lf(rxt) dx, 0 ( r < 1. (8) 
The function J”f is clearly homomorphic on D for all real a [3]. 
For later reference we now list some known results. Theorem B is due to 
Mitchell and Hahn [ 14, Theorem 41 and is a generalization of a theorem of 
Hardy and Littlewood relating to bounded symmetric domains in CN. 
Theorems C-F are due to the author [3]. 
THEOREM B. Let O<p<s<a~, p(q<co, 6=1/p-l/s, and 
f E HP(D), where D is a bounded symmetric domain in CN. Then 
%,*,(f 1 G B Ilf IL’ (9) 
and 
Ms(f, r) <B Ilf ll,(l - d-N6. (10) 
In (10) large 0 can be replaced by small o [3], that is, 
M,df, r) = o(( 1 - r)-NS) as r+ 1. (11) 
THEOREM C. Suppose that D is a bounded symmetric domain in CN. Let 
p, q, s satisfy one of the following conditions: 
(a) O<p<s<oo,O<q<s,s>l; 
(b) O<p<s<oo,O<q,<l,<s; 
(c) O<p<s<l,O<q<s. 
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Let also a > 0, 6 = l/p - l/s, and f be holomorphic on D such that 
Np,q,a(JN’-“-slf) < co. Then f E H’(D) and 
Ilflls G BNp,q,avN--G!f)- (12) 
Moreover, ifp = 00, then f has a continuous extension to the Bergman-&lov 
boundary b of D. 
THEOREM D. Suppose that D is a bounded symmetric domain in CN. Let 
0 < p, q < 00, b > 0, y > 0, and f be a holomorphic function on D. Then 
BNp,q,,(f) < Np,q,yV"'4-y!f> < B&,q.o(f). (13) 
THEOREM E. Suppose that D is a bounded symmetric domain in CN. If 
0 < p < s < co, p = l/p - l/s, and f E HP(D). Then p4f E H’(D) and 
IIJN!flls GB Ilf Ilp. (14) 
THEOREM F. LetO<p<oo,anda>O,fEHP(D). ThenforO<r<l 
M,(J-“7, r) < B(l - rlvNa Ilf lip. (15) 
2. THE LIPSCHRZ SPACES HA(a,p,q) AND HA(a,p,oo) 
Motivated by the work of Flett [7], we define the Lipschitz spaces over 
bounded symmetric domains in CN as follows. 
Let 0< p<co, O<q< a, and a be real. Then HA(a,p,q) is the 
complex linear space of holomorphic functions f on D such that 
Ilf II u.P.q = Np,q,l(JN’-*-“f) < co. (16) 
lf s = min(p, q) 2 1, then the triangle inequality IV+ glla,p,q < /f lla,p,q +
II dl u,p,q follows for& g E HA@, p, q) by formula (3), ad II Ilu,p,g is a norm 
on HA(a, p, 4). If s < 1, then by formula (4), I\f + glI&,,q Q Ilf II&,q + 
II gllS,.p.q~ and 
46 g) = Ilf- idl:,p,q (17) 
is a translation invariant metric on HA(a,,p, q). From Theorem D we see 
that N,,,,, (.f--‘)f) = Np,q,-adf) f or a < 0, where the symbol “=” means 
norm equivalence. 
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For 0 ( p < oo and a real we define the space HA(a, p, CQ) to be the 
subspace of HA(a, p, 00) for which 
Mp(P(--a-y r) = o((1 - r)-N) as t-r l-. W-4) 
In the next theorem we prove the completeness of HA(a, p, q) and 
HA(a, p, co). First, we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain; suppose that 0 < 
p< 00, 0 <q< ao, a real andf E HA(a,p,q). Then 
(i) IJ”‘-“-“f(z)1 ,< B(l - r)N(-‘-l@) J(f(Ja,p,q, (19) 
for z E fir, where B is independent off and D, is the closure of {rz: z E D}. 
(ii) IJN’-“-‘!f(z>l,< C Ilf llu,p.p~ (20) 
for z E K, a compact subset of D, where C depends on K, p, q and a, but not 
onf: Hence v Ilf - fnl)u,p,q+ 0 as n-, co, then JN(-a-‘!& + JN’-R-‘!f 
uniformly on a compact subset of D. 
Proof: By Theorem A for p < s = 00, q < t = a0 (for p = q = 00 by 
definition of N,,,,l(JN(-a-l)f)), we have 
N co,m.l+ ,,p<J”‘-“-‘!f> < BN,,,,,(JN’-“-‘!f) =B Ilf Ila,p,gv 
and the definition of N,~,~,+,,,,(P(-“-llf) gives 
tug IJ”“-“-‘lf(rt)j < B(1 - r)N(-l-l’p) Ilf (Ja,p,q, 
and (19) follows. Now any compact subset K is contained in 6, for some 
rO, O<r,< 1. Let C=sup,<,,.B(l -r)“- - ( i 1’P). Then (20) follows for all 
zEK. 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. Suppose that 0 < 
p Q 03, 0 < q Q 00 and a is real. Then the spaces HA (a, p, q) and 
Hi(a, p, 00) are complete and hence Banach spaces ifp, q > 1. For other p, 
q these spaces are complete linear Hausdorff spaces. Furthermore, 
H,I(a, p, q) is closed in HA(a, p, q). 
Proof. Let (f,,} be a Cauchy sequence in HA(a, p, q). Then by Lemma 1, 
the sequence {J”(-“-“f,} converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to a 
function g, which is holomorphic on D. Let f = Pcaf’)g. Then f is 
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holomorphic on D and PC-a-l) - f-g. For O<r<l, O<p<oo, by 
uniform convergence we have 
&f&P--O--llf, I) = lim MP(Jv(-a-Llf,, r). 
n-02 
By the same methods as those in [7], for q < 00, by Fatou’s lemma 
Similarly the result follows if q = co. Hence f E HA(a, p, q). 
Further, for m = 1,2,3 ,... and fixed r < 1, we have 
M&J N’-a-‘)(f-fm),r)= ;i M,(JN’-“-“(f,-f,),r), 
since the sequence is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of D. By the 
same argument as above 
where the right side of the last inequality tends to 0 as m --) co. Hence (f,) 
converges tof in H/i(a, p, q). This proves that &i(a, p, q) is complete. 
Let ( g,) be a sequence in HJ(a, p, co) converging to g. We show that g E 
HA(a, p, a). Since HA@, p, oo) c HA(a, p, 00) and HA(a, p, CCI) is 
complete, we have II g, - gllu,p,oo 
(1 -r)“‘-+O as r-+ l-. Also 
+O as n-too and Mp(Jfi(-a-*‘g,,r)x 
(1 - r)“” kQP(-~--l)g, r) 
,< [(l -r)NpMf&J”‘(-u-l)(gn- g),r)+(l -r)Np~(JN(-=-‘)g,,r)], 
for n suffkiently large and fixed, and for r sufficiently close to 1. Hence 
(1 -r)NMp(JN(-n-l)g,r),O as I+ 1, 
SO that g E HA(a, p, 00). Thus HA(a, p, co) is closed in &l(a, p, CCI), and 
HA(a, p, a) is complete also. 
THEOREM 2. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain, and f be 
holomorphic on D, and for 0 < r < 1, f,(z) = f (rz). Then 
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(i) f, E Way P, 1 f q or all 0 < p < 00, 0 < q < a, and a real; in 
;irlar, also f, E H@, P, 0). If f E Hlf(4 p, 4), then Ilfrlla,p.q < 
c2.P.q’ 
(ii) Ifq(m, andfEHA(a,p,q)fir O<p<co, thenf,-+f in 
HA(a, p, q) as r --) 1 -. 
(iii) If q=co and fEHA(a,p,oo) for O<p<co, then f,-f in 
HA(a, p, 03) if and only iff E HA(a, p, 03). 
ProojI Part (i) is trivial, since for fixed r < 1, f, is holomorphic on fi, 
and Ilfrll~,p,q G Ilf lIn,p,q by the increasing property of the mean Mp. 
(ii) For each fixed p < 1, since JN’-a-‘)f is uniformly continuous on 
the compact set fiD, then 
lim Mp(sV(-O-“(f, - f ), p) = 0. (21) 
r-1- 
Also 
M;(JN(--a-lyf,- f),p) < 2M;(.P’-“-*‘f,p), 
where s = min(p, 1). Hence 
~p(J~(-a-yfi- f),p)<BM,(.F”-‘!Lp). (22) 
Since f E M(a, p, q), then by (21), (22) and Lebesgue’s dominated 
convergence theorem, lim,,, - I( f, - f II”,,,,, = 0. 
(iii) Now f, E HA(a, p, m) for 0 < r < 1, and HJ(a, p, a~) is closed in 
HA(a, p, co) by Theorem 1. Hence if f,.-+ f in HA(a, p, oo), then f E 
HAta, P, 00). 
Conversely, if f E Hk(a, p, oo), multiply both side of (22) by (1 - p)“. 
Then for any E > 0, there exists p,,, 0 < p,, < 1, such that 
(1 -pyMp(JN-‘)dfr- f>,P) < e 
ifp,<p(landforallrE(O,l). 
For fixed pO, DD, is a compact subset of D, and ,(-Q-“f is uniformly 
continuous on Dp,. Then by (21) we can choose r,, sufficiently close to 1 
such that 
(1 -P)NMp(JN-l)(fr- f>,p> < E 
if O<p<p,, r0 <r< 1. Hence [If,- flla,p,m <E if r> ro. Thus 
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From Theorem D with /3 = 1 and f replaced by JN(-a-‘lf, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain; let f be 
holomorphic on D; and let 0 < p < 00, 0 < q < co and a be real. Then f E 
HA(a, p, q) if and only if there exists y > 0 such that 
The multiplier transformation .I” is one to one on H(D) of the space of all 
holomorphic functions on D, and the inverse of J” is J-“. Since JN(4-u) is 
one to one from HA (a, p, q) onto HA (/3, p, q) with inverse yCn -4), and 
lIJN(Ffl14.P,4 = lIflL,p,q~ we have the following consequences. 
THEOREM 4. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. Suppose 0 < 
p < co, 0 < q < 00, and a, /I are real. Then JN(swn’ is an isometric 
isomorphism of HA(a, p,q) onto HA@ p, q), and of HA(a, p, a~) onto 
HWA P, 4). 
THEOREM 5. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. Suppose that 0 < 
p < 03, 0 < q < s < 00, a, /I are real and a < /?. Then 
Proof HA (a, P, q) c H-4@, P, s) = HA@, p, 00) follows from 
Theorem A; and HA(a, p, co) c HA(a, p, co) follows from the definition. 
Theorem D gives 
That is, 
$,g,l(JN’-“-llf) = Np,4,1(JN(4-a+‘-1)(JN(--O-11f)) 
Q BNp,q,~-a+I(JN’-8-1)f). 
Nz,s,,(JN’-“-llf) <B I1 (1 - r)Nq(4-a+1)-1 Mpp(sV(-s-‘~ r) dr 
0 
<B O;yyl (1 - r)Nq M~(JNCw8-‘lf, r) 
x ’ (1 - r)Nq(B--a)--l &, 
i 0 
Since Nqv - a) - 1 > -1, the integral converges, hence HA@, p, ao) c 
HA (a, P, 4). 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose that 0 < p ( s < 03, 0 < q < 00, and a is real. 
Then 
and 
HAta, s, 4) c HA 6% P, q) = HA (a - l/p t l/s, s, q) 
HA(a, s, CXI) c HA(a, p, ao) c HA(a - l/p t l/s, s, 00). 
Proof Since II~,,(P(-~-“~, r) Q BMs(JN(-a-lx r) if p < s, hence 
HA(a, s, q) c HA(a, p, q,), and H&a, S, m) c H@, P, co). Now 
where 6 = l/p - l/s > 0. Then by Theorem D and Theorem A with f 
replaced JN(-a-“f h we ave HA(a, p, q) c HA(a - l/p t l/s, s, q). 
Since J”‘-“-‘lr, E HP for r E (0, 11, and J”‘- u+VP-Vs-llfr, 
JNG(JN(+l) f,) by Theorem E with /I = 6 = l/p - l/s > 0, 
This implies HA(a, p, 00) c HI(a - l/p f l/s, s, co). 
The next theorem gives an inclusion relation between the space 
HA (a, p, q) and the space Hp. 
THEOREM 7. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. Suppose p, q, s 
satisfy one of (a)-(c) of Theorem C. Then HA(&p, q) c H”, where 6 = 
l/p - l/s. Furthermore, HA@, p, q) is dense in HS. 
Proof From Theorem C and Theorem D for a > 0 we have 
If IL G B&,g,a(JNc-‘?f) GB Ilf 1ls.p.q. 
This means that HA(8, p, q) c H”. From (i) of Theorem 2, iff E Hs then f, E 
HA(6, p, q) for r E (0, 1); also f, -+ fin H” as r 4 l- [2, Theorem 31. Hence 
HA(6, p, q) is dense in H’. 
THEOREM 8. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. Suppose 0 < p < 
s < co, p ( q < co, 6 = l/p - l/s. Then HP c H/1(--S, s, q). Furthermore, HP 
is dense in HA(4, s, q). 
Proof. Let f E HP. From Theorem D and Theorem B 
Ilf ll- 6,s.q GW,,,,(f 1 G B Ilf Ilp. 
Hence HP c HA(--S, s, q). By (ii) of Theorem 2, if f E HA(-6, p, q) then 
f,+f in HA(--6,p,q) as r-* l-. Since f, E HP for r E (0, l), HP is dense in 
HA (-4, s, 4). 
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EXAMPLE. The &ego kernel for bounded symmetric domains D is given 
by 
For fixed [E b, S, is a holomorphic function on D. In [ 15, Theorem 31 
Mitchell proved S, E B,,, for 0 < p < 1 and q > 2, but S, & HP over the 
classical space R,(2,2) if f < p < 1 and S, b?G HP over the classical space 
R,,(2) if 3 < p < 1. The space Bp,4 is the space HA( l/q - l/p, q, q) and by 
Theorem 8, HP is dense in H/i(l/q - l/p, q, q). 
The properties of the Szego kernel are particularly important in the latter 
sections when we discuss the dual space of HA(a, p, q). 
3. CLASSICAL LIPSCHITZ SPACES 
In this section we give a definition of the classical Lipschitz spaces A, 
(0 < a < 1) for functions of several complex variables defined on bounded 
symmetric domains D in CN, and we prove that the space II, is equivalent o 
the space HA (a/N, ao, a~ ). 
A function f, holomorphic on D, with Bergman-Silov boundary b, and 
continuous on D U b, belongs to Lipschitz class A, (0 < a < 1) if it satisfies 
the Lipschitz condition 
INeih> - f(Ol < C I h Ia as h-+ 0, (23) 
where t E b, h is real and C is independent of t and h. Since b is circular, 
condition (23) is the same as 
If (te ‘(‘+ h)) - f(teie)l Q C (h Id as h-0. (24) 
If N = 1 and D is the unit disc, Hardy and Littlewood (5, Theorem 5.11 
proved that f E /1, if and only if 
If’(z)1 = O((1 - v- ‘), )2(=?-. (25) 
LEMMA 2. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain in CN. If f E 
HA(a/N, 00, co) (0 < a < l), then f has a continuous extension to DU b 
(that is, f is continuous on D U b). 
Proof. Let /I = a - a/N > 0; then by Theorem D we have 
N oo,rn,,~(J-~~f) < BN,,,,?(JN’B-“(J-N”f)) = B ttf tla,N,m.m < 03. 
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Now 
N co*,,~(J-Ny) Q o~u~l (1 - r)Nn-n M,(fV”f, r)J^’ (1 - r)a-l dr. 
0 
Since 01- 1 > -1, the integral converges, and No - a = N/3. Hence 
N ao,~a(J-~=f) G BN,,,,,(J-Naf) < 00. 
Since N oo,,,n(J-Nuf) < a, applying (b) of Theorem C with p = co, q = 1, 
then f has a continuous extension to the Bergman-Silov boundary b of D; 
that is, f is continuous on D U 6. 
Next we generalize the theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [5, Theorem 5.11 
to bounded symmetric domains D. 
THEOREM 9. The function f belongs to Lipschitz class A, (0 < a < 1), if 
and only if 
IJ-‘f(rt)J < C(1 - T)~-‘, for all t E b. (26) 
Proof, The proof uses partial function techniques. Let f,(w) =f (tw), 
tEb, WEC’ and Iw(,<l. If (wj < 1, twED; if (w(=l, twEb. First we 
assumef E/i,; then f is holomorphic on D and continuous on D U b. Hence 
f, is holomorphic on 1 w( < 1 and continuous on 1 w I < 1 for all t E 6, and it 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition for one complex variable. By the Hardy and 
Littlewood result (25) 
) f ~(re’“)j < C( 1 - r)Q--l for all t E b. (27) 
By the definition and the proof of [5, Theorem 5.11 or [ 14, Theorem 61, C in 
(27) is independent oft. 
By (7) with m = 1, (J-y),(w) =J-%(w) = (wf((w))’ = wf i(w) +f,(w). 
Then for w = reie 
I(J-!fMeieI < IfXrefe)l + I.tXreieI 
< C(l -r)O-‘, 
for all t E b. Since f,(w) is continuous on ( w( < 1, and hence If,(w)/ is 
bounded, the result follows from (27). Hence by the circularity of 6 we get 
IJ-‘f(rt’)( = IJ-!f(rt’e’e)( < C(1 - r)n-l, for all r’ E b. 
Conversely, assume condition (26) holds. Since J-% E W(D) for r E (0, I), 
by Theorem F with p = co, 
M,(J-“-Nfr, r) = Mm(J-a-“‘+l(J-lfr), r) < B(1 - r)--“-N+l I/J-‘f/l,, 
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and by (26) 
M,(J-“-y, r) < B( 1 - r)-n-N+l+a-’ = B( 1 - r)-“. (28) 
By definition of HA(a/N, 00, a) 
IV II dN.m,m = o;yy 1 (1 - r2)N M,(JeamNf, r’> 
< 2N ogq31 (1 - r)” M,(JPa-*X r2), 
which gives llfjl cr/N,oo,m <B by (28). Hence f E HA(a/N, co, co), and f is 
holomorphic on D and continuous on D U b by Lemma 2. 
From (26) and the circularity of b we have 
lJ-‘f,(reie)( < C(l - r)a-l, for all t E b. 
By (7) with m = 1 and the fact that f,(w) is bounded on D U b, the last 
inequality implies 
If;(reie)l < C(l - r)n-l, for all t E b. 
Hence by the theorem for N = 1, f, E A, and 
If& ice+ h)) - f,(e@)l < C 1 h Ia as h-+0, 
where C is independent of t. Hencef E A,. 
THEOREM 10. A, = HA(a/N, co, co)for 0 < a < 1. 
Proof. If f E A,, f satisfies condition (26) by Theorem 9, and hence 
f E HA(a/N, co, co). We have proved that A, c HA(a/N, co, 00). 
Conversely, if f E HA(a/N, co, co), then f is holomorphic on D and 
continuous on D U b by Lemma 2. By Theorem D 
Thus 
N oo,oo,(l-aMN(J-If)SBNm,oo,l(JN((’-a)’N-l)(J-If)) 
=B Ilf Ila,N,oo,co. 
sup (1 - r)‘-a M,(J-‘f, r) < C. 
O<r<l 
Hence IJ-tf(rt)l < C(l - r)a-l, for all t E b, and by Theorem 9, f E A,. 
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4. CONTINUOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON HA(a, p,q) 
From Section 2, we know that if min{ p, q} 2 I, H/i(a, p, q) is a Banach 
space and if min{p, q} < 1 it is a complete linear Hausdorff space. Although 
H/i(a, p, q) may not be a Banach space for min( p, q} < 1, its bounded linear 
functionals can still be defined in the usual manner. Thus a linear functional 
F on HA(a,p, q) is said to be bounded if 
IIFII = ,,$uP lF(@l (29) 
oA4= ’
is finite. In any normed linear space [ 1, Theorem Il.41 a linear functional is 
bounded if and only if it is continuous. Formula (29) defines a norm for 
bounded linear functionals of HA(a, p, q) and the bounded linear functionals 
on HA(a, p, q) form a Banach space for all p > 0, q > 0 11, Theorem 11.61. 
We call this space the dual space of HA(a, p, q), and denote it by 
HA *(a, P, q). 
4.1. Continuous Bilinear Forms 
The holomorphic functions ft g on D have Fourier series expansions (6). 
Define 
(.A g) = ‘j: 2 Aku(f)Ak,(g) rk. 
if the limit exists. It is obvious that (, ) is a bilinear form. By the 
homogeneity and orthonormality of the system Go on b and uniform con- 
vergence, 
for 0 < r <p < 1 [ 14, Sect. 21. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that D is a bounded symmetric domain in CN. 
Let l<p<co,O<q<co, l/p+l/p’=l,abereal,and0=HA(a,p,q). 
(i)If O<q<l, let A=HA(-a,p’,ao). (ii)@ l<q<oo, let A= 
H/1(-a, p’, q’), l/q + I/q’ = 1. Then the limit in (30) exists forf E R, g E A 
and 
I(J gl G B llflln II Al, - (32) 
Hence ( , ) is a continuous bilinear form on Q X A. 
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Proof. Letf E 0, g E A have Fourier series expansion (6). For r E (0, 1) 
by the homogeneity and orthonormality of the system o0 on b, 
1 
F (k + 1)2NAkv(f)Aku(g)p2krk =vj ~N’-~-l~(rpt)JN’“-“g@t) ds,. 
>” b 
Multiply both sides by p(log l/p)*“- ’ and integrate from 0 to 1. By the 
uniform convergence of the series for fixed r in (0, l), we can interchange c
and 1: and by the definition of the gamma function 16, (1.5)], this gives 
F, Ako(f)Aku(g) rk =& j’ p&g l/p)*“-’ 
,L 0 
,‘-,-‘~(rpr)JN’“-“g@t) ds, dp. (33) 
By Holder’s inequality, the inequality r(log l/r)“- ’ < B( 1 - r)=-’ for a > 0, 
and the monotonicity of the mean, 
\‘ ok, A k,( g) rk i;; 
<B ’ (1 -p)*‘+’ 
I 
Mp(SV’-“-‘tf,P)Mp,(JN’=-“g,P)dp. (34) 
0 
(i) If 0 < q < 1, th e right-hand side of (34) is less than or equal to 
B II gll-,,,,., Ilflla.p.L and Ilfllo,p,l 0 llflla,p,4 (by Theorem A). Hence 
(ii) For 1 ( q < 00, by Holder’s inequality the right-hand side of (34) 
is less than or equal to B llflla,D,4 II gll-a,pf,qf = B IL% II gll,,. For 4 = 03, 
the right-hand side of (34) is less than or equal to B Ilfll,,,,, /I gll-o,p8., = 
B llflln II gll** 
Next, we prove the limit of (30) exists for f E R, g E A. From (33) 
“ Akv(f)Ako(d rk - x Akv(.f)Aku(d r’k 
i;;; k,u 
<B 
I 
’ (1 -p)‘“-‘M,(JN’-“-“(f,--,,),p)M,,(~~’”-”g,p)dp.(35) 
0 
If 0 < q < 1, by the same computation as in (i), the right side of (35) is 
B II d- ,,pQo(ll.c - flla,p,l + Ilfv - flla,,,J 
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since p > 1. But J(f(lrr,p,l <B /lfllc so that the right-hand side 
GB II gll,dllf, - flln + Il.6 - flL.J (36) 
Similarly, for 1 < q < co use the same computation as in (ii) and since p > 1, 
q > 1, the triangle inequality holds. Hence (ii) is true for all p > 1, 
0 < q < co. For the case q = co, q’ = 1, in formula (33) f(rpt) changes to 
f@t) and g(pt) changes to g(rpt). Then by the same computation as in (35) 
and (36), we have 
<B Ilflln(ll g, - g/l, + 11 gr, - dn). (37) 
Now apply Theorem 2(ii) on (36) and (37). In (36) IIf, -flln and 
I/f,, - fllc tend to 0 as r, r’ -+ l-, and similarly for (1 g, - g [IA and 
I( g,, - g/l,, in (37). Hence we have proved (f, g) is bounded and 
F Akv(f)Akv(d rk - x Aku(f)Ak,(d r’k +’ 
.” k.u 
as r, r’+ l-. By the Cauchy criterion the limit (30) exists for f E R, g E A. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose that D is a bounded symmetric domain in CN. 
LetO<p~l,O~q~~,aberealand~=HA(a,p,q).(i)IfO<q~1,let 
T=HA(l/p-a, co, co). (ii)If 1 <q< 00, let r=HA(l/p- 1 -a, oo,q’). 
Then the limit in (30) exists for f E 0, g E r, and 
IU s>l Q B llflln II gll,, .
Hence ( , ) is a continuous bilinear form on fi X r. 
(38) 
ProoJ Let f E 0, g E r have Fourier series expansion (6). Let /I = 
a + 1 - I/p, -/3 = l/p - 1 - a. By (37) and Holder’s inequality with p = 1, 
p’ = 00, 
<B ’ (1 -~)2N-‘M,(~~~-4-1Lf,~)M,(~~~4-1~g,p)dp. 
I (39) 0 
The results in Theorem 12 therefore follow by using (39), Theorems 5 and 6, 
and the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 11, 
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4.2. Representation of Continuous Linear Functionals on HA(a, p, q) 
We need the following lemmas for the proofs of Theorems 13 and 14. 
First, we prove that the complete orthonormal system @, = {tikv, 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,.a.; v = 1, 2 ,..., mk} is contained in the space HA(a, p, q). 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 < p < 00, 0 < q < co, a be real. Then #kv E HP(D) and 
to H A (a, p, q) for all k = 0, 1,2,...; v = l,..., mk and 
Proof. Since &, is a homogeneous polynomial on D, it is holomorphic 
on D and bounded on a. Hence #kv E HP(D). Since JN(-“-‘))k,, = 
(k + QNfo + ‘) qdkv, for p < co, we have 
< B(k -t llNca+ ‘) ll$kullp. 
Similarly for q = c0. 
LEMMA 4. Let 0 ( p < 00, 0 < q < co; suppose that F E HA*(a, p, q) is 
a bounded linear functional on HA(a, p, q). Let 
(41) 
Then (i) g is a holomorphic function on D. (ii) F(f) = (f, g) for all 
fE H‘4(a,p,q). 
ProoJ: First we prove that the series in (41) converges uniformly on 
compact subsets of D. By (40) 
; I Wd d&I ,< B lldl c @ + V”(” + ‘) II hu llp Ih&)l. 
.” k,u 
(42) 
BY [ 14, Theorem 1 I,Ck,” hhulip i$ku( z is uniformly convergent on compact )I 
subsets of D, so that the function h(z) = Ck,+ ll#k,\\D &(z) is holomorphic on 
D. Since JN(-a-L)h(z) is also holomorphic on D, the series 
Ck,v (k -t- l)N’a + ‘) (( &, (I,, (4),Jz)l converges uniformly on compact subsets of 
D. Hence by (42) the series (41) converges uniformly on compact subsets of 
D so that g is holomorphic on D. 
409’81 ‘I 6 
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Let f E HA(a, p, q). Since f, is the uniform limit on b of partial sums of 
its series expansion, and F is a continuous linear functional 
By Theorem 2(ii),f, + fin HA(a, p, q) as r+ l- and by the continuity of F, 
LEMMA 5. The Szegii kernel Sdz) = S(z, c), z E D, I; E D V b, of a 
bounded symmetric domain D belongs to HA(a, p, q) for a < -1 + l/p, 
p > 2, and to HA(a, p, q) for 0 < p < 2, a < -1. 
Proof. Lctp>2,a<-1+l/p<0,andlet/?=-a>O.ByTheoremD 
11 S$p,q ( BN~,q,&!J~) = B I 
’ (1 - r)Nq4-’ M~(S~, r) dr. (43) 
0 
Since S(z, [) is holomorphic on D x D and continuous on D x D u b, by 
[ 12, Theorems 4.6.1 and 4.5.11 and the maximum principle 
@(ST, r) = + j S([, rf) S(rt, [) ds, = S(r[, rr) 
b 
= E i#kv(c)i* r2 < f t1 - r)-N 
and 
ry$; S(rt, 6 = -$ (1 - r)-N. 
Hence 
M;(ST, r) < yy I Sg(W-* +j I %W12 & 
b 
< B( 1 - r)-N(P-l). 
Substituting (44) into (43), we have 
(44) 
))Slll~,p,q< B
I 
’ (1 - r)Nq’8-1+1/p’-1 dr < 00, 
0 
sincep-1+1/p=-a-l+I/p>O. 
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For 0 < p < 2, a ( -4, let /.I = -a > 4. Since M,(Sr, r) < M,(Sg, r), by 
(43) and (44) 
I/Scll~,p,q<B ’ (1 -‘)NQ4-1(1 -r)-N4’2dr< co. 
I 0 
From Theorems 11 and 12, and Lemmas 4 and 5 we have following two 
theorems for the representation of a bounded linear functional in 
z&d (a, PI 4). 
THEOREM 13. Suppose that D is a bounded symmetric domain in C’. 
Let l<pfco, O<q<co and a be real. Let R=HA(a,p,q), A= 
HA(-a,p’,oo)ifO<q<l,A=HA(-a,p’,q’)ifl<q<oo.Then 
(i) rf g E A and F,(f) = (f, g) for all f E S2, then F, E R* = 
HA*@, p, q) and the norm IIFglln* <B II gll,,. 
(ii) For each FE Q* there exists a unique holomorphic function g 
such that F(f) = (f, g) for all f E Q. 
(iii) Zf p > 2, a < -1 + l/p, or 1 < p < 2, a < --& then g E 
HA(l/p’--l/s,p’,a~)for O<q<l, s<l, and gEHA(l/p’-l/s,p’,q’) 
forl<q<a3,s<l. 
Proof. Part (i) follows by Theorem 11. To prove (ii), let FE R* and let 
g(z) = ; Wk”) h”(Z). (45) 
9” 
By Lemma 4, g is holomorphic on D and F(f) = (f, g). To prove that g is 
unique it is sufficient to prove that (f, g) = 0 for all f E D implies g = 0. 
Since #kv E R by Lemma 3, (dkv, g) = A,J g) = 0 for all k and V. This 
implies that the Fourier coefficients of g are all zero, hence g = 0. (iii) If 
p > 2, a < -1 + l/p, or if 1 < p < 2, a < -4, by Lemma 5 the Szego kernel 
S&z) E R = H.4(a, p, q) for 6 E D U b. Since the series for S(z, c) converges 
uniformly for c E D U b and z belongs to a compact subset of D, by the 
continuity of F and (45), 
Hence 
g(C) = Wg). 
I dC)l < IIJ’II . IIf+, for all c E D U 6. 
Hence g E Ha(D) c HS(D) for all s > 0. Choose s < 1, since s < p’ by 
Theorem 8, HS(D) c HA(l/p’ - l/s, p’, co) for all 0 < q < 1, and HS(D) c 
HA( l/p’ - l/s, p’, q’) for 1 < q < a. Hence (iii) follows. 
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THEOREM 14. Suppose that D is a bounded symmetric domain in CN. 
Let O<p,<l, O<q<m, a be real. Let 0 = HA(a, p, q), T= 
HA(l/p- 1 -a, co, co) if 0 <q< 1; l-=HA(l/p- 1 -a, oo,q’) if 
1 <q< co. Then 
(i) If g E I’ and F,(f) = (f, g) for all f E R, then Fg E a* and the 
norm IIF, <B II gll,. 
(ii) Iff E a*, then there exists a unique holomorphic function g such 
that F(f) = (f, g) for all f E A?. 
(iii) If a < -4, then gE H/1(-l/s, co, co) for 0 < q < 1, s < 1, and 
g E HA(-l/s, co, q’) for 1 < q < 00, s < 1. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 13. Part (i) follows 
by Theorem 12, (ii) by Lemma 4, and (iii) by Lemma 5 for 0 < p < 1, 
a < -+, and the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 13(iii). 
5. EQUIVALENCE OF Two BANACH SPACES FOR THE BALL 
Let D be the ball with center 0 and radius 1 in CN. Its &ego kernel is 
S(z, r) = (l/V)( 1 - 2t*)-N, zED, tED, (46) 
where V is the euclidean volume of b and zt* = CyziIi [ 12, 141. 
THEOREM 15. (Suppose that D is the ball in C”.) Let 0 < p < 1, 0 < 
q&l,andabereal,~=H~(a,p,q),~=H/i(l/p-l-a,co,ao).Then 
(i) If g E r and F,(f) = (f, g) for all f E Q, then F, E a* and the 
norm llJ’gll 0 II gILa 
(ii) Conversely, for each FE 0 *, there exists a unique g E P such 
that W) = (f, g> f or all f E 0 and the norm llFl[ satisfies B 1) gilt- < 
/IF:11 <B II g/l,, that is, the two norms (IFJ( and I( gJ(, are equivalent. 
(iii) Furthermore, the mapping g -+ F, is a linear homeomorphism of r 
onto .R*; that is, r and a* are equivalent. 
Proof: (i) is contained in Theorem 14(i). (ii) For any FE 8* we define 
g(z) = Ck,” F&) )Jz), By Theorem 14(ii), g is holomorphic and unique 
with F(f) = (f, g) f or all j’E a. To prove g E r, fixed f,, E b, the Szego 
kernel SrO(z) and J N(a- ““‘ST (z) are holomorphic functions on the ball. Let II 
h(z) = pea- vp’s,(z) = c (k + 1 y(l’p-O) //w(fo) hv@)~ 
k.v 
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Then by Theorem 2(i), h,(z) E R, and by the continuity of F, 
Hence 
F(h,) = JN(=- “P)g(rto). 
lJN’“-l’p)g(r~)l < IIFII . IlUn. (47) 
Now we compute the value I(hrlln. By Theorem 3, h, E HA(a, p, q) if and 
only if there exists y > 0 such that IVp,q,,(P(-6-Y)hr) ( co and 
II%2 < ~~p,,,,(J+“-“W. 
Now 
Choose y > 0 so that N(y + l/p) is an integer and by (7) and (46), 
WY+ VP) 
(V-‘(1 -prtt$)-N). 
Hence 
JJN(-=-y)h,(pt)l = O(( 1 - prt$ I-N++ I@)) 
and 
I 
VP 
Mp(JN’-“-‘l’h,, p) < B 1 1 -pm; ( -(N+Ny)p--N ds, . 
By [ 14, p. 3921 
Thus 
] 1 -prtt,*I-‘N+Ny)p-NdSt <B(l -pr)-(N+N? 
Mp(.Pa-Yvzl,p) <B(l -pr)-(N+? 
Hence from (48) and (51) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
llhrlln <B 1’ (1 -p)““‘-‘(1 -~r)-‘“+~~%fp] 
1/q 
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by setting u = rp. Then by [8, (15.3)] 
From (47) and (52) 
s;f JJ”(-l’p)g(rt,)( <B (IF(I (1 - T)-“‘. 
cl 
Hence 
II& = w’, (1 - r)N%(J’-l’pk, r) < B JIFJI 
(52) 
(53) 
so that g E r. By Part (i) and (53) 
B II gll, G IIFIl GB 11 gllr. (54) 
To prove (iii), we define a linear mapping L: g --) Fg from r to By by part 
(i). L is linear since (f, g) is a continuous bilinear form (Theorem 12). If 
Fg=Fg,, that is, (f,g)=(f,g’) f or allfED or #g-g’)=0 for all 
f E R, then g = g’, so that L is one to one. By part (ii), L is onto. By (54) 
both L and L-’ are bounded. Hence L is a linear homeomorphism and a*, 
r are equivalent. 
From Theorem 5 we know that HA (a, p, q) c HA (a, p, 1) for 0 < p < 1, 
0 < q < 1. But by Theorem 15 the dual spaces of Z-Z/i (a, p, q) and 
Z-L4(a, p, 1) are linearly homeomorphic to the same space for all 0 < q ( 1 
and for lixed p between 0 and 1; that is, these two dual spaces are equivalent 
to HA(l/p - 1 -a, co, co). Hence 
THEOREM 16. Let O<p, q< 1, a be real, SI=HA(a,p,q) and A= 
HA(a, p, 1). Then for FE A*, the restriction mapping F -+ F 1 a is a linear 
homeomorphism of A* onto P. 
In [ 14, Sect. 61 Mitchell and Hahn introduced BP spaces on bounded 
symmetric domains for 0 < p < 1, and proved HP is dense in BP. The BP 
space by definition is our HA( 1 - l/p, 1, 1) space. When the domain D is 
the ball by Theorem 15, we know that the dual space of BP is equivalent o 
the space HA(l/p - 1, co, co). Next we prove that the dual space of HP 
(0 < p < 1) also is equivalent o HA( l/p - 1, co, co). Hence for 0 < p < 1 
the dual spaces of HP and BP are equivalent o the same space for the ball. 
(See [4, Theorem 71 for the case of one complex variable.) 
THEOREM 17. Suppose that D is the ball in CN. Let 0 < p < 1, and r = 
HA(l/p - 1, co, co). 
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(i) If g E r, and I;,(f) = (S, g) for all f E HP, then F, E (HP)* and 
the not-m IlF,lI <B II gll,. 
(ii) Conversely, for each FE (HP)*, there exists a unique g E r such 
that F(f) = (f, g)for ullf E HP and the norm l\Fll sutisJes B 11 g(l, < llFl[ < 
B II g/l,. 
(iii) Further, the mapping g -+ Fg is a linear homeomorphism of r onto 
(HP)*; that is, r and (HP)* are equivalent. 
Proof. Let R = HA(1 - l/p, 1, 1) = BP. Since HP cBp, by 
Theorem 12(i) with p = q = 1, a = 1 - l/p, (f, g) is a continuous bilinear 
form on Q x r and also a bilinear form on HP x r, and 
l(f, gl <B IIf IIa 11 g/l,. 
But by Theorems D and B 
Ilf In < BN W,p-l(f 1 GB llf IIP. 
Hence part (i) follows. 
(ii) Let FE (HP)*. Since &” E HP, we can define g(z) = 
IL,‘, F(L) h,,(z). 
As in the proof of Lemma 4, or by [ 14, Theorem 11, g is holomorphic and 
unique with F(J) = (f, g) for all f E HP. To prove that g E r= 
HA(l/p - 1, co, co), by Theorem 3 it is sufficient to prove that 
N m,m,y(JN(l-l~p-y)g) < 03 for some y > 0. 
For fixed t, E b the Szegii kernel SrO(z) and JN(l-l’p--“S,(z) are 
holomorphic functions on the ball. Set 
h(z) =JN’l--p-y)SiO(z) = C (k + l)N(l’p-l+y) #kv(tO) dku(z). 
k,u 
For r E (0, l), h, E HP, and by the continuity of F 
Hence 
F(h,) = JN(l-l’p-y)g(rtO). 
Vcl- l’P-y)gWoI QIlfYl . II hrllp 
= llF[l e IIJN(l-l’p-y’Sri,l(p. (55) 
Now we compute ]]P’(*--yp--y)S rtO]]P. Choose y > 0 so that N( 1 - l/p - y) is a - 
negative integer; by the same argument as in (49) and (50) 
JN(l-l’p-y)Srfo@t) = O(( 1 - prtt$ (--N(l’p+y)), 
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and 
fkqP(‘- L’p--y)s,fo, p)< B( 1 - pr)+. 
Since (1 -~pr)-~~,< (1 - r)-Nyif 0 < p < 1, by (56) 
J(JN(‘-1’p-y)sr70J(p < B(1 - r)-NY. 
By (55) and (57) 
Mco(JN(l-“-‘)g, r) < B ((FJ( (1 - r)-Ny, 
(56) 
(57) 
so that 
N V.Y(J N(l-“p-y)g)< ,su~, (1 - r)NyB l/Pll (1 - T)-~~ 
= B IIFII. 
Thus g E r, and B II Al, < IIFII <B ll gll,. 
The proof of (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) in the same ways as (iii) follows 
from (i) and (ii) in Theorem 15. 
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